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ABSTRACT: 

The impact of social media on businesses is huge as the number of people sharing 

their unbiased opinions on platforms like Twitter has increased drastically over the 

past few years. Both good and bad publicity can spread to the masses in a matter of 

few seconds. Mylan N.V., an American global pharmaceutical company that acquired 

the right to market the EpiPen is one such company which has been appearing on the 

Social Media from the past one year. People tweeted their concerns when the price of 

EpiPens has been increased drastically in 2016, when more than 80,000 EpiPens have 

been recalled in March 2017 across multiple countries and in April 2017 when Sanofi 

filed antitrust lawsuit against Mylan over EpiPen[5].  

The primary objective of this research is to know about the attitude of people towards 

the company and the industry and if prior reputation of the company (post price hike) 

influenced how people reacted to EpiPen product recall and lawsuit against EpiPen. 

To assess the opinion of people towards the company over time, I have collected the 

data from Twitter using Google Twitter API.I have used SAS Enterprise Miner and 

SAS Sentiment Analysis Studio to know the overall sentiment and the topics 

mentioned in the tweets. This analysis helps the company to stay ahead of the 

competition and retain its customer base especially when generic versions of EpiPen 

competitor are going to be available at cheaper prices. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

EpiPen is an injection containing epinephrine[4] and is used to treat severe allergic reactions to 

insect bites, food, drugs and other allergens. The price of EpiPen had drastically increased from 

about $103.50 in 2009 to more than $608.61 in 2016.The price hike of EpiPen had created 

outrage among allergy sufferers and their families. People expressed their views and concerns 

about EpiPen pricing on Twitter and other Social Media platforms. Also more than 

80,000 EpiPens have been recalled in March 2017 across multiple countries because they might 

fail to work in an emergency and this again led to people tweeting their opinions about the 

company. People used hashtags and tweeted about EpiPen and Mylan when Sanofi (a French 

multinational pharmaceutical company) filed antitrust lawsuit against Mylan over EpiPen in 

April 2017.Analysing the tweets about EpiPen after each incident might give insights about the 

opinion of people towards the company and helps to understand if people are reacting with 

prejudice. 
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DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION: 

To collect the data from Twitter, I have used Twitter Archiving Add on in Google sheets. Twitter 

archiver is available in free and premium versions. I have used the free version to create a search 

rule which allows you to specify the combination of hashtags so that matching tweets would get 

saved in a spreadsheet. After you give the search rule and establish a connection to Twitter, the 

Google spreadsheet talks to Twitter through a Google Script and imports all the results obtained 

by the search rule into a Google spreadsheet. The connection is established every few minutes 

and the tweets are fetched. The data was collected for tweets related to EpiPen price hike, EpiPen 

product recall and lawsuit against Mylan over EpiPen and divided into three groups-one for each 

incident. EpiPen price hike data (Dataset1) was collected between August 2016 and November 

2016.  

The EpiPen product recall data was collected during March 2017(Dataset2) and tweets about 

EpiPen related to Sanofi lawsuit (Dataset3) were collected in the last week of April 2017.The 

challenge in data collection was to decide upon the search rule to be given to Twitter Archiver. 

After thorough research on twitter and knowing what the hashtags used are for the particular 

incident I have decided upon the search rules. The spreadsheet files were converted into three 

different SAS datasets one for each group. Data cleaning in the initial stage was done manually 

using Excel. Text mining process flow was performed for each dataset separately. 

METHODOLOGY: 

 
In Enterprise Miner, the first step was to create a library and add the SAS datasets as data 

sources. Text parsing was used to convert unstructured text to structured format which makes it 

easy for analysis. There are also Parts of Speech tags which help to extract more information 

from text by assigning each token the relevant part of speech. There is also a customized stop list 

which identifies the terms which occur rarely. Then the text filter node removes all the 

unnecessary terms by filtering the text data. This is the most important step and it allows the user 

to handle the filtering using the interactive filter viewer. The user can select which terms to keep 

and which terms to drop and can group similar terms together. We can see the concept links in 

the interactive filter, which help in understanding the association between words based on the co-

occurrence of words in the documents. The thickness of the line joining the terms indicates the 

strength of association. The next step in the process flow is Text Cluster Node. Generally, term 

by document matrix is large and so it is rarely used directly for clustering. Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) technique is used to break down the data into clusters such that 

documents in a cluster are more similar to each other and documents that do not belong to the 

same cluster are not similar[1]. We can use either Hierarchical or Expectation Maximization 

(EM) algorithms for clustering in Enterprise Miner. The Text Topic Node is connected to the 

Text Cluster Node and it gives the topics or terms identified in each cluster. 

 

RESULTS: 
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Analysis of EpiPen Price Hike Tweets: 

The data was analyzed over the time to see the topic trend and later the tweets collected every 

few weeks are all combined into EpiPen_Price_Hike dataset to form clusters. 

 
                                                                           Figure 1 

 
 
The process flow for the Epipen Price Hike  data analysis is shown in figure 1. 

 

Topic Trend with Time: 

 
                                                                            Figure 2 

 
 
Topic trend analysis was done on the EpiPen price hike data by breaking down the data into 

seven different sets. The 25 topics shown in figure 2 are the same topics mentioned in the table 

below. 
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Concept link for EpiPen: 

 

                                                                          Figure 3 

 
 
To know the answer for ‘what are the people talking about EpiPen on Twitter?’ the concept link 

shown in figure 3 would help us. The tweets show that people are angry and they want somebody 

to save the nation from the insane price of EpiPen.They also want the lawmakers to address this 

issue. They are also questioning the drug industry about this. 

Topic Topic ID

nationwide,major health crisis,major,+crisis,medica 1

entire pharmaceutical industry,entire,out of control,+industry,+pharmaceutical 2

doubling,+triple,+drug company,+prevent,+law 3

el,de,jugar en el,xadamos,dos 4

dollar,+cost,+few,+family hundred,reason 5

reimbursement,military,+epipen military reimbursement,three,+senator 6

manufacturer,+price-gouge,mn,+mn loss,+post 7

millions,+add,+epipen price hike,+hike,exclusive 8

watchdog,+misclassify,medicare,medicaid,+senator 9

antitrust,senate,antitrust probe,ftc,+probe 10

return,kaleo,+pharmaceutical company,pharmaceutical,wednesday 11

grassley,defense,+explain,spending,department 12

failure,success,+view,accessible,sarahksilverman 13

return,rival,+shelf,ardent,+draw 14

virginia,justice,reject,west,+urge 15

pentagon,million,repay,+demand,+senator 16

doj,+maker,yes,+answer,+question 17

third-quarter,+third-quarter loss,+propose,+cost,+post 18

alternative,+competitor,back,coming,drugstores 19

tamaraleighllc,crookedhillary,hackers,+crony,+crookedhillary crony 20

lower,+charge,+hurt,loss,settlement 21

insulin,sticker,sticker shock,shock,+insulin price 22

close,reaches,window,also-ran,opportunity 23

overcharge,+pay,+lose,unlikely,wsj 24

buy,+market,vicelike,grip,allergy shot market 25
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Concept link for Mylan: 

 

                                                                            Figure 4 

 
 
Concept link for price: 

 

The concept link for price is shown in figure 5.When people are tweeting about EpiPen’s price, 

price has strong association with rise, senator and EpiPen price has strong association with 

frustrated, reality check. In addition, when insulin prices went up people commented that ‘Is 

Insulin the new EpiPen?’ and some people related the Insulin price hike with that of EpiPen price 

hike and they questioned if anybody is even regulating the price hikes at all. 

 

 

                                                                             Figure 5 
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Concept link for hike: 

 

                                                                      Figure 6 

 
 
The concept link for hike shows the different terms that are strongly related to hike. The 

interesting thing is the term ‘daughter’ and they are referring to the CEO of the company who is 

the daughter of a politician. That is the reason the term ‘daughter’ is associated with ‘senator’ 

when you expand the term daughter. This can be understood from a tweet like ‘Bresch CEO of 

#Mylan #EpiPen is the daughter of a Sentor as well, what was mom's 

salary?\n\nhttps://t.co/JvPK5PJHs7 https://t.co/AWjpYXUrTv"’ 

 

 
Concept link for Senator: 

 

                                                                 Figure 7 

 

https://t.co/AWjpYXUrTv
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The concept link for senator is shown in figure 7. Some senators criticized the price hike and 

they urge Mylan probe over EpiPen school programs. 

 
Text Clustering: 

 

                                                                Figure 8 

 
 
Based on the clusters formed, conclusions made by looking at the descriptive terms the 

explanation is provided in figure 8.  

 

The important topics are identified after the clustering was performed and shown in figure 9. 

 

                                                        Figure 9 
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Analysis of EpiPen product recall tweets : 

 

                                                                  Figure 10 

 
 
Figure 10 shows the process flow diagram for EpiPen product recall tweets. 

 

Concept link for EpiPen: 

 

The concept link for EpiPen is shown in figure 11.Epipen is strongly associated with the word 

defect, recall, single player, FDA. 

 

                                                                    Figure 11 

 

 
 

Concept link for EpiPen recall: 

 

                                                                        Figure 12 
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Epipen recall is strongly associated with the terms recall alert,life threatening which shows that 

people are worried about the situation. 

 

Concept link for price-gouge: 

 

The concept link for price gouge is shown below in figure 13.It is strongly associated with fraud, 

lawsuit and some internet links 

 

                                                                      Figure 13 

 
 

Text Clustering: 

 

Figure 14 shows the different clusters formed from the EpiPen product recall data and shows the 

descriptive terms for each cluster. 

 

The interpretation of the clusters along with the description is shown in figure 14.                                                            
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                                                                       Figure 14 

 
 

The results of text clustering are shown in figure 14.  

The important topics identified by the Text Topic Node after Text clustering are shown in figure 

15. 

 

                                                     Figure 15 
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Analysis of EpiPen and Sanofi Lawsuit tweets: 

 

                                                                    Figure 16 

 
 
Figure 16 shows the process flow diagram for tweets when Sanofi filed a lawsuit against Mylan 

over EpiPen. 

 

Concept link for EpiPen: 

 

                                                                        Figure 17 

From figure 17, we can observe that EpiPen is strongly associated with the terms recall, mylan, 

and food allergy. Therefore, when Sanofi filed the lawsuit against Mylan over EpiPen people are 

talking about the past events too. 

 

Concept link for price: 

 

                                                                           Figure 18 
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Price is strongly associated with the terms bigpharma, skyrocket, healthcare etc. In general the 

concluding statement from this could be EpiPen prices are skyrocketing. 

 

Concept link for hike: 

 

                                                                    Figure 19 

 
 

From the concept link for hike,we can say that when there is hike in the tweets it occurs either 

with epipen price hike or with the other terms lawsuit,mylan,epipen. 

Text Clustering: 

 

                                                                                Figure 20 
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The results of text clustering are shown in figure 20 and the topics identified after clustering are 

shown in figure 21. 

                                                                        Figure 21 

 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS: 

                                                              Figure 22 

 

Figure 22 shows the results of Statistical Model from SAS Sentimental Analysis Studio. 

• The overall sentiment is negative with very few positive tweets to work with. 

• The other tweets are neutral through which people are sharing the information. 

• The best model is smoothed relative frequency and feature ranking with overall precision 

of 78.95%,positive precision 50% and  negative precision 80.56% 

 

As a part of future scope, more detailed analysis can be carried out apart from statistical 

modelling. 

 

CONCLUSION: 
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• From the results, it is clear that when a new incident like product recall happened some 

tweets referred to price hike and people reacted with some bias. 

• The overall sentiment about the company is negative but not all the tweets were filled 

with anger or frustration, some of the tweets were neutral in context.  

• The previous opinion about the company influenced how people have reacted about the 

current situation. 

• Using this analysis, Mylan can gain more knowledge of its audience and measure how 

each incident affected the brand’s overall reputation. 
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